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Executive Director’s Report
2011/2012

It was a challenging yet rewarding year with a continued push towards modernization of
the structure and processes to meet strategic objectives in keeping with the Ministry of
National Security mandate of public order maintenance. The basic goals were the
transformation of attitudes to private security awareness; transformation of processes and
procedures to ensure greater efficiency of labour and resources; improved customer
service and zero tolerance for breaches.

The strategies outlined included the amendment of the PSRA Act to facilitate complete
and total regulation of companies and individuals; new fee structure to generate more
revenue as it had not been increased since 1999; enhanced partnership with private and
public sector entities in order to improve compliance; improve the use of technology to
facilitate efficiency and to continue to be customer focused for greater harmony between
clients and staff.

During the period April 1, 2011 to March 31, 2012 we attained several noteworthy
achievements, chief among which were a 13.9% increase in guard registration as at
March 31, 2012 and a 7.9% increase in the registration of companies over the previous
year. Our collaboration with the HEART Trust/NTA was also strengthened to effect
standardization of training of security guards and we were able to successfully monitor
the operation of several illegal companies by visiting on average four (4) non compliant
companies per month.

Additionally, the electronic archiving system continued to streamline the database and
eliminate manual processes, commencing January 17, 2011, we implemented flexi-time
with new opening hours starting at 7:15 a.m. to improve overall service delivery.
Furthermore we were able to contain all our expenses within the budget allotted and
submit all the relevant reports within the prescribed timeline. We are also proud to state
that 90% of all operational staff has been cross trained in various business processes
which resulted in significant improvement in overall competencies.
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Our statistics for the period aforementioned details that the breakdown of our clients is as
follows:

 Security companies 279
 Private security officers 17,762
 Private investigators 108
 Security trainers 54

Historical data for the past five years indicate the following:
 Since 2007/2008, the number of security officers increase on average by

approximately 1,000 guards each successive year.
 There has been a steady increase in private security companies registering with

the PSRA since 2009/2010.

However we are not without our challenges that include:
1. The legislative framework review is still pending
2. Due to budgetary constraints there was a minimal allocation for broad based

public education and awareness campaigns.
3. Higher level of compliance was not achieved as some companies indicated that

failure to meet renewal deadline was caused by the inability to obtain a tax
compliance certificate on schedule.

4. The delay in submission of monthly reports on the movement of security guards
from company to company resulted in monitoring issues.

5. The nominal fees charged impact the ability of the PSRA to be self-reliant.
6. The penalty for breaches of the act ($10,000) is not drastic enough to act as a

deterrent.
7. Amendment to the act is desperately required to strengthen the monitoring and

inspection capacity of the Authority.

Moving forward, the PSRA will continue to sensitize the private security industry and the
public on its role and functions as this will ultimately reduce the incidents of breaches to
the PSRA Act. By continuing its public education campaign via its website and electronic
media, greater acceptance and appreciation is being achieved.
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Mission

To monitor and regulate the operations of organizations and individuals operating in the
Private Security Industry.

To facilitate a closer link between Private Security and State Security in the interest of
national well-being.

Vision

To promote international and professional standards and practices in the Private Security
Industry.

During the 2011/2012 period the Authority continued its trust towards modernizing its

structure and processes in order to meet its corporate and strategic objectives and to
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contribute to the mandate of the Ministry of National Security which is to maintain public

order and reduce the rate and fear of crime.

The Authority has synchronized it approach to that of its parent ministry by ensuring that

its strategies and goals embrace;

1. Transforming attitudes to promote security awareness and zero tolerance

2. Transforming processes to achieve unity and coherence of effort

3. Transforming practices for greater effectiveness and efficiency

This strategic approach ensures that the PSRA positively contributes to the Ministry of

National Security’s Mission and Strategic Objectives.

Core Business

The Authority grants, refuses, suspends or cancels licences of:
 Contract Security Organizations
 Proprietary Security Organizations
 Private Security Guards
 Private Investigators
 Security Trainers

The core business of the Authority is to consider and determine applications made
under the PSRA Act for the registration, licensing and the renewal of individuals and
companies. In addition the Authority;

o Grants, refuses, suspends or cancels licences issued if and where
necessary,

o Monitors all the operations of private security organizations,
o Makes enquiries and collects information as it may deem necessary to

carry out its functions under the Act,
o Takes any other lawful measures that it considers necessary or desirable to

assist in fulfilling its functions.

Licences are granted after all criteria are met and are renewed annually on the
anniversary date of initial registration.

Licences may be granted subject to any restrictions and/or conditions as may be
specified in the licence. All fees must be paid and this is subject to change as
prescribed by the Regulations.
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Summary of Strategies

In order for the Private Security Regulation Authority to achieve the mandate of the
Ministry of National Security, the Authority has focused on the following strategies to
ensure its relevance and sustainability in the private security industry.

 The amendment of the PSRA Act is required to create the legislative framework
with particular reference to making Inspectors authorized persons, facilitate
complete and total regulation of companies and individuals and include terms and
conditions of employment. The amendments will seek a maximum fine between
five hundred thousand dollars and one million dollars for violations by
companies. Pursuant to this, the Authority has submitted a document outlining the
proposed amendment to the PSRA Act to the Ministry of National Security.

 The introduction of a new fee structure to increase fees to permit the Authority, to
generate more revenue and thereby reduce its 100% dependence on the national
budget. The fees were last increased in 1999.

 Continue to manage all expenditure within budgetary allocations and actively
reduce expenditure where possible.

 Continue to work with HEART Trust/NTA and NCTVET to expand the training
mandate for the industry and ensure that all stakeholders are advised and
appraised of the new competency based training standards which is required for
HEART Trust /NTA certification. The standards are available on the PSRA’s
website.

 Enhanced partnerships with private and public sector entities in order to improve
compliance to the PSRA Act and Regulations by security personnel in the
Industry. The Authority currently partners with ASIS, JCF and more recently the
Tourism Product Development Organization (TPDCO). The latest collaboration is
spearheaded by the Executive Director who is a member of the Product Quality
and Security Awareness Committee of the Ministry of Tourism. This
collaboration has resulted in increased compliance of tourism entities to the PSRA
Act.  The Authority will seek to establish and develop greater collaboration with
other relevant entities to further enhance compliance.

 The use of technology will continue be the driver to ensure the effectiveness and
efficiency of the Authority. To this end, the Authority will focus on solutions to
achieve its strategic objectives.

 The Authority will continue to provide an optimum customer focused atmosphere
to facilitate a harmonious environment for clients and staff.
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Description of the Organization

Governance and Structure

The Private Security Regulation Authority is a statutory body under the Ministry of
National Security charged with the responsibility to monitor and regulate all stakeholders
in the Private Security Industry. It is accountable to the Minister of National Security
through the Chairman and the Board of Directors, appointed by the Minister.

Board of Directors

The PSRA is headed by a nine member Board with a Secretariat of twenty nine (29)
members of staff, led by the Executive Director. The members of the Board of Directors
are as prescribed in the PSRA Act 1992, representatives of the Private Security Industry,
the Private Sector Organization of Jamaica, the Veterinary division of the Ministry of
Agriculture, representatives of the General Legal Council and the Permanent Secretary
and or his nominee. The Board oversees the operations of the Authority within the
framework of the PSRA Act and Regulations.

Members of the Board of Directors

Mr. Ferris Ziadie - Chairman
Mr. Crafton Miller
Mr. Dennis Morgan
Mr. Christian Tavares Finson
Mr. Kenneth Benjamin
Permanent Secretary or his nominee
Dr Trudy Stewart Gaynor
Mr. George Soutar Q. C.
Maj. Ffrench-Campbell
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Organization Chart
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SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURE BY OBJECT

FINANCIAL YEAR 2011/2012

Summary of Expenditure ($)

21 - Compensation of Employees 38,090,021.82
22 - Travel Expense and Subsistence 5,214,407.92
23 – Rental of Property 4,754,373.00
24 - Public Utility 755,827.56
25 – Purchase of Goods & Services 6,662,053.38
31 – Purchase of Furniture & Equipment 1,110,974.22

Total Expenditure 56,587,657.90
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SUMMARY OF INCOME AND MAJOR SOURCES

FINANCIAL YEAR 2011/2012

The funds of the authority for the financial year under review were made up of fees
collected for the licensing/registration of individuals and organization under the PSRA
Act, interest generated through investments, miscellaneous revenue and the annual
subvention provided by Parliament.

Summary of Income ($)
Approved Budget 2011/2012 51,725,000.00
Subvention through MNS 49,092,879.47
Fees collected by PSRA 7,439,598.00
Miscellaneous Revenue 269,400.00
Interest on Deposits 2,137,386.07
Gross Revenue 58,939,263.54
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Summary of Actual Performance

ACHIEVEMENTS 2011/12

 There was a 13.9% increase in the registration of guards as at March 31,2012.

 There was a 7.9% increase in the registration of companies over the previous year.

 All registered companies were sensitized and advised in writing of the new HEART
Trust NVQJ Level 1 standards in Security Operations.

 The Authority continued its collaboration with HEART Trust/NTA to effect
standardization of training for security guards.

 Local and regional meetings were attended by representatives of the Authority in an
effort to work with the HEART Trust and NCTVET to expand the mandate for the
industry and ensure that all stakeholders are aware of the New HEART Trust /NTA
competency based training standards.

 Successfully monitored the operations of illegal companies by visiting an average of
four (4) non-compliant companies per month.

 Participate in several Public Education Programmes such as the Ministry of National
Security Expo in Emancipation Park and the Tourism Product Development
(TPDCO) Company Limited Expo which was aimed at providing training workshops
for proprietary security companies in the tourism sector.

 TPDCO meetings and presentations were made by the Operations department of the
Authority on the registration process for companies and guards. This has resulted in
improved compliance.

 The Authority continued its work on the Electronic Archiving System, with the goal
of streamlining the data base of the registry and eliminating manual processes.  The
initial data to be archived comprises all information on companies and individual
guards and private security stakeholders registered with the Authority since 1993.

 The Authority resubmitted the proposed Amendments to the PSRA Act to the
Ministry of National Security for the requisite action.

 The Authority extended and monitored flextime with new opening hours starting at
7.15 a.m. effective January 17, 2011. The aim was to provide service to our
customers based on the Customer Impact Survey Results. Excellent positive feedback
was received from customers as 70% of customers utilise the early opening hours.
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 The Performance Management and Appraisal System (PMAS) was fully maintained.

 90% of all operational staff are cross trained in various business processes which has
resulted in significant improvement in competencies. The Authority also facilitated
staff development and training; currently most staff members have upgraded their
qualifications to a minimum Associate Degree level.

 All expenditure was contained within budgetary allocations. All financial reports
were done and submitted within the prescribed timelines.
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STATISTICS
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Listed below are the operational statistics relating to the activity of the Authority
in the year under review.

APRIL 1, 2011 – MARCH 31, 2012

SECURITY COMPANIES & GUARDS ON THE P.S.R.A. REGISTER TOTAL

No. of Companies at March 31, 2012 279

No. of New Companies Registered 41

No. of Renewed Companies Registered 145

No. of Closed Companies 4

No. of Guards at March 31, 2012 17,762

No. of Armed Guards 3,838

No. of Unarmed Guards 13,924

Registration of Guards During Period 15,671

No. of New Armed Guards 38

No. of Renewed Armed Guards 3,599

No. of New Unarmed Guards 2,310

No. of Renewed Unarmed Guards 9,562

No. of Renewed Trainer/Private Investigators 19

No. of New Trainers 6

No. of Renewed Trainers 54

No. of New Private Investigators 8

No. of Renewed Investigators 75
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Analysis of Current Performance

Licences are granted after all criteria are met and remain in force for a period of one year.
Licences are renewed annually on the anniversary date of initial registration.

The Authority issues and renews licences on an annual basis. Licences may be granted
subject to any restrictions and/or conditions as may be specified in the licence. All fees
must be paid and this is subject to change as prescribed by the Regulations. Licences are
issued to:

Companies
Security Trainers
Private Investigators
Armed Security Guards
Unarmed Security Guards

Clients as at March 31, 2012 Amount

Security Companies 279
Private Security Guards 17,762
Private Investigators/Trainers 108
Security Trainers 54

Historical Data

COMPANIES SECURITY GUARDS
Years Years

2007/08 212 2007/8 12,853
2008/09 212 2008/9 13,941
2009/10 227 2009/10 14,974
2010/11 245 2010/11 16,461
2011/12 279 2011/12 17,762
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Financial Years Security Guards
2007/08 212
2008/09 212
2009/10 227
2010/11 245
2011/12 279

A review of the number of Private Security Companies registered by the Authority over
the last five years as indicated above.

In the year under review 2011/12 four (4) companies were removed from the Authority’s
register for various reasons such as non-renewal for two successive years and companies
voluntarily ceasing operations.

There was a 7.9% increase in 2011/2012 over the previous year in company registrations.
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Financial Year Security Guards
2007/08 12,853
2008/09 13,941
2009/10 14,974
2010/11 16,461
2011/12 17,762

Similarly there was steady growth of Private Security Guards in the industry as indicated
above.

There was a 13.9% increase in 2011/2012 over the previous year in guard registrations.
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There were 13,924 (78%) unarmed security guards and 3,838 (22%) armed security
guards who renewed their PSRA licences in the period April 1, 2011 to March 31, 2012.

MNS Community Security Initiative – Emancipation Park
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Activities/Programmes Targets Achievements

Registration of Guards. 1,000 additional security
officers registered per
annum.

There were 17,762 security guards
were on the PSRA’s register @
March 31, 2012.

This was 1,301 over the amount
registered at March 31, 2011. This
represents a 7.9% increase in
registration of guards.

Registration of Companies 13.9% Increase in company
registration.

279 Private security companies
were on the PSRA’s register @
March 31, 2012.
There was an increase of 34 private
security companies in this financial
year.

HEART Trust/NTA  Training
Collaborate and facilitate  HEART
Trust/NTA  training in Security
Operations Level 1 for  security guards
in the private  security industry

Sensitize all security
companies  of the new
HEART Trust training
standards – NVQJ Level 1 in
Security Operations.

All companies have been sensitized
and advised in writing of the new
HEART Trust NVQJ Level 1
standards in Security Operations

Tourism Product Development
Company Interventions (TPDC)

Attend all local and regional
meetings.

Conduct  quarterly training
workshops for security
officers  employed in
proprietary security
companies

Eight (8) local meetings were
attended islandwide and four (4)
joint workshops facilitated.
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Activities/Programmes Targets Achievements

Introduction of a new fee structure to
increase  revenue

Fees should be increased to
permit the Authority to
generate revenue in order to
reduce its dependence on the
Consolidated Fund

A new fee proposal was
submitted in 2009/10 but was
not endorsed

Proposed new Fee Structure to be
resubmitted in 2012/13.

A new proposal to be resubmitted in
2012/13

Amendment to the PSRA Act and
Regulations

Amendments approved. Proposed amendments were
submitted to the Ministry of
National Security in 2011/12

Monitoring of illegal  operations in the
Private Security Industry

Visit at least  five (5))
non- compliant companies
per month

An average of four (4)
non- compliant companies were
visited per month

Public education on the role and
functions of the PSRA

Participation in relevant
events in the security
industry.

Monthly update of the
website date relevant to the
private security industry.

Relevant events were attended such
as :

 MNS Community Security
Initiative Expo

 MNS National Security Plan

 MOT Quarterly Tourism
Product Development
quarterly meetings

Provide information on the compliance
of private security companies  to the
public

Monthly update of the PSRA
Website with a list of
compliant companies.

The PSRA’s website was updated in
a timely manner on a monthly basis.
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Activities/Programmes Targets Achievements

Remain a Customer Focused Entity Provide clients with a
minimum of 90% in all areas
of service delivery.

The results of a Customer Service
Impact Survey revealed an average
satisfaction rate of 97%.

Continue to provide clients with
complete information on the
registration process.

Solicit feedback from clients.
Continue to train/cross train staff to
ensure optimum competency and
accurate responsiveness to
enquiries.

Fully enforced Customer Service
Charter.

Revised systems and procedures to
reduce processing time for
applications.

National Security Plan Presentation - Mandeville
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CHALLENGES

The legislative framework review is still incomplete; it was overtaken by more urgent

priority security needs of the ministry and country.

Due to budgetary constraints no allocation was made in the budget for a public education

campaign and public awareness of the roles and functions of the PSRA.

The security companies need to satisfy HEART Trust/NTA requirements to gain

Accredited Training Organization (ATO) status in order to ensure that all private security

guards in the industry attain the minimum standard of NVQJ Level I certification in

Security Operations within the next five years.

During the year under review the Authority sought to achieve higher levels of compliance

with respect to the renewal of Licences and Registration of security companies and

guards operating in the industry. The chief reason indicated by companies for failure to

meet annual renewal deadlines in a timely manner has been the inability of companies to

obtain a Tax Compliance Certificate on schedule.
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A major challenge faced by the Authority is the delay in the submission of monthly

reports on the movement of security guards from company to company resulting in

monitoring challenges for the Authority.

Another hurdle that the Authority faces is that it earns only nominal revenue from the

existing fee structure which was last adjusted in 1999.  This has negatively impacted the

ability of the Authority to earn enough to be more self-reliant.

Laying matters before the Court for breaches under the Act still pose a challenge for the

smooth operation of the Authority as the maximum penalty; a fine of $10,000.00 does not

serve as an adequate deterrent to companies that are operating illegally. It has also not

proven prudent or beneficial and efficient for the relevant Authorities to pursue such

matters as the estimated time to dispose of same before the courts is approximately two

years, which results in considerable loss of productive time and financial loss.

The Amendments to the PSRA Act are desperately required by the Authority to

strengthen its monitoring and inspectorate functions, legislative framework and permit

the effective monitoring and inspection of companies.
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THE WAY FORWARD AND RECOMMENDATIONS

 The immediate amendment of the PSRA Act to create the legislative framework with

particular reference to fines, to create a maximum fine of at least $500,000 dollars for

violations by companies and up to $25,000 for security guards and other personnel for

a first offence with an increased schedule for future offences and habitual offenders

,

 The introduction of a new fee structure to increase fees to permit the Authority, to

generate more revenue and thereby reduce its dependence on the national budget.

 Through prudent management of the financial resource we will continue to ensure

that all expenditure is contained within budgetary allocations and actively seek to

reduce expenditure where possible.

 The PSRA will continue to work with HEART Trust/NTA and NCTVET to achieve

the training mandate for the industry and ensure that all stakeholders are advised and

apprised of the new competency based training standards which is required for

HEART Trust/NTA certification. The standards are available on the PSRA’s website.

 Continue Partnerships with private and public entities will be enhanced in order to

improve compliance to the PSRA Act and Regulations by security personnel in the

Industry. The Authority currently partners with ASIS, JCF and more recently the

Tourism Product Development Organization (TPDCO). The latest collaboration

spearheaded by the Executive Director who is a member of the Product Quality and

Security Awareness Committee of the Ministry of Tourism. This collaboration has

resulted in increased compliance of tourism entities to the PSRA Act.  The Authority

will seek to establish and develop greater collaboration with other relevant entities to

further enhance compliance.
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 The Authority intends to continue to sensitize the Private Security Industry and the

public on the role and functions of the PSRA. This will ultimately reduce the

incidents of breaches of the PSRA Act. It will continue its public education campaign

via its website, and the electronic media as funds permit.

 Communication will be enhanced with security companies to follow up submission of

reports on relocation, termination of guards and/or the change of guards/company

status in a timely way.

 The use of technology will continue to be the driver to ensure the effectiveness and

efficiency of the Authority. To this end the Authority will acquire relevant hardware

and software solutions to achieve its strategic objectives.
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MEETINGS OF THE AUTHORITY

One regular board meeting was held during the year.
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F/Y 2011/2012
Appendix 1

DIRECTORS COMPENSATION

Position of Director Fees

$

Motor Vehicle
Upkeep/Travelling

Or
Value of Assigned

Motor Vehicle
$

Honoraria

$

All other Compensation
Including Non-Cash

Benefits as Applicable

$

Total

$

Ferris Ziadie                            (Chairman) 12,000 N/A N/A N/A 12,000

Kenneth  Benjamin (Board Member) 7,500 N/A N/A N/A 7,500

Dennis Morgan (Board Member) 7,500 N/A N/A N/A 7,500

George Soutar                 (Board Member) 7,500 N/A N/A N/A 7,500

Angella Buchanan          (Board Member) 7,500 N/A N/A N/A 7,500

Trudi Stewart- Gaynor   (Board Member) 7,500 N/A N/A N/A 7,500

Total 49,500 49,500
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F/Y 2011/2012
Appendix 2

SENIOR EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION

Position of Senior
Executive

Year Salary

$

Gratuity or
Performance

Incentive

$

Travelling
Allowance
or Value of
Assigned

Motor Vehicle

$

Pension or
Other Retirement

Benefits

$

Other
Allowance

$

Non-Cash
Benefits

$

Total

$

Executive Director
(Level 11)

2011/2012 3,921,112.00 980,278.00 796,500.00 - *134,731.25 - 5,832,621.25

Finance, Accounts
Mgr. (Level 10)

2011/2012 2,454,588.00 - 420,000.00 Central
Government

Pension Scheme

**487,036.25 - 3,361,624.25

HR/IR Manager
(Level 9)

2011/2012 2,198,198.50 513,597.88 420,000.00 - *80,818.25 - 3,212,614.63

NB *Lump sum annual one off payment
**Seniority Allowance & annual one off lump sum payment
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